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Estimating causal interactions in complex dynamical systems is an important problem encountered in many
fields of current science. While a theoretical solution for detecting the causal interactions has been pre-
viously formulated in the framework of prediction improvement, it generally requires the computation of
high-dimensional information functionals – a situation invoking the curse of dimensionality with increasing
network size. Recently, several methods have been proposed to alleviate this problem, based on iterative
procedures for assessment of conditional (in)dependences. In the current work, we bring a comparison of
several such prominent approaches. This is done both by theoretical comparison of the algorithms using a
formulation in a common framework, and by numerical simulations including realistic complex coupling pat-
terns. The theoretical analysis highlights the key similarities and differences between the algorithms, hinting
on their comparative strengths and weaknesses. The method assumptions and specific properties such as false
positive control and order-dependence are discussed. Numerical simulations suggest that while the accuracy
of most of the algorithms is almost indistinguishable, there are substantial differences in their computational
demands, ranging theoretically from polynomial to exponential complexity, and leading to substantial differ-
ences in computation time in realistic scenarios depending on the density and size of networks. Based on
analysis of the algorithms and numerical simulations, we propose a hybrid approach providing competitive
accuracy with improved computational efficiency.
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Characterization of the structure of interactions
in large heterogeneous systems based on observa-
tional data has become one of the dominant chal-
lenges across scientific fields. In many cases, mea-
surements of the dynamical behavior is available,
allowing inference of causal interactions among
the subsystems by exploiting the principle of tem-
poral precedence of the cause before the effect.
Half a century ago Sir Clive Granger proposed a
formal treatment of the problem of detecting such
interactions, based on statistical testing of the
improvement of the prediction of a target vari-
able by a candidate source variable. This process
has been generalized to nonlinear processes using
the framework of information theory. However,
the practical applicability of this methodology has
been hindered by the need to properly account
for all other potential intervening variables in the
system, bringing in both computational and ac-
curacy issues growing with network size. In this
work we compare several prominent algorithms
proposed recently for estimating causal structure
in large networks. We introduce the algorithms
within a common framework highlighting the sim-
ilarities and differences, and compare their accu-
racy and computational demands on both simu-
lated random networks and realistic examples de-
rived from real-world brain and climate dynamics
datasets. Finally, we suggest an algorithm with
competitive accuracy and faster performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex dynamical systems is a grow-
ing area of research with applications in multiple fields
ranging from neuroscience through genetics, ecology, so-
cial anthropology, informatics, economy and energetics
to climate research – see1 for an authoritative review in-
cluding a range of application fields. This growth is fed
by the increasing availability of large datasets with ob-
servational data from multiple subsystems of the studied
systems, as well as by the rapidly increasing computa-
tional power of modern computers and progress in the
algorithms for complex data analysis. A key principle in
complex network research is viewing the system at hand
as a network of interacting subsystems, with one of the
central questions being that of estimating the pattern of
mutual interactions of these. Notably, there is an on-
going transition from the previously prevailing study of
purely statistical dependences between the subsystems
(commonly denoted by the term ’functional connectiv-
ity’, borrowed from the neurosciences2) to the quest of
characterizing the pattern of the direct causal connec-
tions between the subsystems (’effective connectivity’).
Note that for many complex systems, our knowledge
of its structure and dynamics, although increasing at a
tremendous pace, is very far from perfect. Therefore, the
structure of interactions needs to be commonly estimated
2directly from observed time series. For instance in the
case of the human brain, resolving the pattern of anatom-
ical connections (structural connectivity) is still posing
serious challenges, in particular using non-invasive meth-
ods3. Moreover, depending on system parameters, the
same structural connectivity can give rise to vastly dif-
ferent patterns of dynamical interactions4. The pattern
of functional connectivity can even change dynamically,
giving rise to a progression of brain states, the detectabil-
ity of which poses further methodological challenges5,6.
In this context, the development and proper validation
of methods for estimating the structure of causal inter-
actions from observed time series is of key importance.
For stochastic processes, the problem of causal inter-
action discovery has been considered already by Norbert
Wiener7 and later formulated by Sir Clive Granger in
his famous concept of (Granger) causality. This gen-
erally states that a variable is to be considered causal
with respect to some target variable, if its inclusion in a
model improves the prediction of the target8. This op-
erationalization has of course many practical and philo-
sophical limitations, however has become commonly used
at least as an interim approach in situations where test-
ing causality by e.g. direct experimental manipulation
is not readily available. For a more general discussion
of causality and its inference we refer the reader to9.
In principle, two key challenges appear in causal inter-
action discovery: the first is, under what conditions can
the ’true’ causality be uncovered from observational time
series (such as observing all intervening variables), while
the second lies in finding efficient algorithms for inference
of the network of causal relations from data (particularly
in the case of many dependent variables, short samples
and potentially nonlinear relations). Thus, the practi-
cal application of Granger/Wiener conceptual solution
of the former requires an effective algorithm for estab-
lishing causality from the observed time series of finite
size to solve the latter challenge. Building on the original
Granger’s approach based on linear vector autoregressive
processes, there has been a long line of attempts to widen
the applicability of the principle by devising algorithms
that would perform well also for nonlinear processes as
well as in the situation of relatively large system size.
The former problem of nonlinearity is commonly ad-
dressed by utilizing entropy as a general measure of un-
certainty, or equivalently using mutual information as a
measure of statistical dependence. This has motivated
the definition of transfer entropy10, a special case of con-
ditional mutual information11 as a measure of causality
in nonlinear dynamical systems. Similarly as in Granger
causality, to avoid spurious inference due to indirect cau-
sation, the method can be extended by taking into ac-
count other potentially intervening variables by condi-
tioning on other variables.
However, the use of information-theoretical functionals
only escalates the latter problem of dealing with high-
dimensional data. Indeed, the complexity of standard
binning algorithms grows exponentially with the dimen-
sion of the variables considered (as the number of multi-
dimensional bins, at which the probability density is es-
timated, scales exponentially with the dimension). Al-
ternative algorithms to estimate conditional mutual in-
formation based onnon-discretizing approaches such as
kernel methods or k-nearest-neighbor-based estimators12
also exist; however estimating entropy functionals is still
a difficult task. To remedy this problem, several re-
searchers have recently turned to schemes that reduce
the number of conditions considered by some principled
variable selection procedure. In particular, four such al-
gorithms13–16 were formulated in a way either directly
inspired or at least resembling in some aspects the PC-
algorithm9, in particular the first phase of PC, the skele-
ton discovery phase.
These methods aim to construct a (directed) network
representation of the systems causal structure; by evalu-
ating the (conditional) mutual information from poten-
tial source variables to each target variable. Importantly,
this network representation provides only a simplified
picture of the full causal structure in a generic case, due
to existence of higher-order (sometimes called polyadic,
in contrast to dyadic) dependences. Such potential ap-
proximation has been recently criticized, in particular
concerning the problems of interpreting the reconstructed
networks as information flows17.
However, proper theoretical treatment of higher or-
der dependences as well as methods for their quantifi-
cation from finite size samples are a matter of ongoing
research, see18–20 and references therein. While we be-
lieve, that building such theoretical fundamentals is key
for proper interpretation of complex causal structures
including higher-order dependences, in many practical
situations such higher-order dependences may be neg-
ligible, particularly given their problematic estimability
from small data samples. Therefore we believe that algo-
rithms for construction of directed network representa-
tion of system causal structure will continue to be widely
applied in practice, albeit this should be done with due
caution. While all the four above mentioned methods
have been reported as reasonably performing on both
simulated examples and real-world data, to the best of
our knowledge, there has been no systematic theoreti-
cal and numerical comparison available that would help
making informed choice concerning which of these algo-
rithms to use in practical situations. However, we direct
the attention of the readers at least to two recent works
published during revisions of this manuscript, which con-
tain in particular comparison of the naive fully multivari-
ate TE with Sun’s optimal causation entropy and the
PCMCI? , discussing several advantages of the PCMCI
algorithm, and a recent review of causal inference with
emphasis on applications in Earth sciences? .
In this paper, we therefore set out to fill the gap by pro-
viding a comparison of structure, performance and com-
putational demands of the reviewed algorithms, to help
making informed choice in practice as well as to assess
space and possible directions for improvement. Based on
3this comparison, we also propose a hybrid method that
outperforms other methods in some scenarios in terms of
computational demands under conserved accuracy. The
paper is structured as follows: after this introductory sec-
tion, in section II we describe the compared methods as
well as the selected procedure for statistical testing. Sec-
tion III describes the data that we use for assessing the
accuracy and computational demands of the approaches.
The results are shown in section IV, and the paper is
finalized by a detailed discussion in section V and final
conclusion (section VI).
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHODS
As mentioned above, under some assumptions causal-
ity may be defined in terms of reducing uncertainty of the
prediction or in other words the conditional dependence
of the target and source variable. These notions are con-
veniently formalized in terms of information-theoretical
functionals. For two discrete random variables X,Y with
sets of values Ξ and Υ, marginal probability distribution
functions p(x), p(y), and joint probability distribution
function p(x, y), the Shannon entropy H(X) is defined
as
H(X) = −
∑
x∈Ξ
p(x) log p(x), (1)
and the joint entropy H(X,Y ) of X and Y as
H(X,Y ) = −
∑
x∈Ξ
∑
y∈Υ
p(x, y) log p(x, y). (2)
The conditional entropy H(X |Y ) of X given Y is
H(X |Y ) = −
∑
x∈Ξ
∑
y∈Υ
p(x, y) log p(x|y). (3)
The amount of common information contained in the
variables X and Y is quantified by the mutual informa-
tion I(X ;Y ) defined as
I(X ;Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ). (4)
The conditional mutual information (CMI) I(X ;Y |Z) of
the variables X,Y given the variable Z is given as
I(X ;Y |Z) = H(X |Z) +H(Y |Z)−H(X,Y |Z). (5)
Entropy and mutual information are measured in bits
if the base of the logarithms in their definitions is 2. It
is straightforward to extend these definitions to more
variables, and to continuous rather than discrete vari-
ables. In practice, estimation of information-theoretical
functionals for continuous variables is often carried out
through their discretization by binning procedures, or
alternative non-discretizing approaches such as kernel
methods or k-nearest-neighbor-based estimators12. Al-
ternatively, when data are considered sufficiently close to
Gaussianity, estimates of linear quantities can be used
– in particular Pearson’s correlation coefficient in place
of mutual information and partial correlation in place of
CMI.
Let us now consider a random process {Xt|t ∈ Z},
whereXt is (for all t ∈ Z) a multivariate random variable
Xt =
(
X1t , . . . , X
n
t
)⊤
, with the random variable X it indi-
cating the state of element i at the time t. Next we de-
fine X−t = (Xt−1, . . . ,Xt−τmax), τmax ∈ [1,+∞) , which
expresses the previous states of the system, similarly for
each element of the system X i−t =
(
X it−1, . . . , X
i
t−τmax
)
.
A natural way to quantify the causal effect of the
variable Xjt−τ on the variable X
i
t conditioned on all
other elements of the system Xt is the calculation of
the CMI I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |X
−
t rX
j
t−τ
)
16? . Indeed, follow-
ing the Granger’s/Wiener’s idea, a variable Xjt−τ is to
be considered causal with respect to the variable X it , if
I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |X
−
t rX
j
t−τ
)
> 0. The reviewed causal dis-
covery algorithms are thus trying to estimate the set of
such nodes for a given target node, called the causal par-
ent set:
NXit = {X
j
t−τ | I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |X
−
t rX
j
t−τ
)
> 0}. (6)
However, the evaluation of this CMI may in practice
be unfeasible due to the problems with estimating high-
dimensional information functionals, including compu-
tational demands and common inaccuracy of estimates
from short time series samples12,13,21. Therefore the be-
low outlined algorithms for reduction of the dimension of
the conditioning variable were proposed.
While Kugiumtzis et al. gave their algorithm a name
(PMIME - partial mutual information from mixed em-
bedding), two other algorithms were not introduced with
an explicit name – for simplicity and ease of orientation,
we will refer to them as Runge’s and Sun’s algorithm
throughout the paper, although abbreviation based on
names of all original coauthors or procedural description
might be advocated. The newer variant of algorithm pro-
posed by Runge et al.16 is then denoted in line with the
original paper as PCMCI.
A. Runge’s algorithm and PCMCI
The first of the studied algorithms is the algorithm
introduced by Runge et al.13 Throughout this article we
denote nˆ = {1, . . . , n}, similarly τˆmax = {1, . . . , τmax}.
The first step of the algorithm is to compute the mutual
information I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ
)
for all j ∈ nˆ and τ ∈ τˆmax.
Elements Xjt−τ which share non-zero mutual information
with X it form the set of potential causal parents of X
i
t ,
which we denote
N˜Xit = {X
j
t−τ | I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ
)
> 0}. (7)
4This set contains true causal parents, but also indirectly
associated elements that have non-zero mutual informa-
tion with the element X it for example because they are
both influenced by some other element.
Algorithm 1 The first phase of Runge’s algorithm
1: N˜Xit
← ∅
2: for j ∈ nˆ do
3: for τ ∈ τˆmax do
4: if I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−τ
)
> 0 then
5: N˜Xit
← N˜Xit ∪ {X
j
t−τ}
In the second (reduction) phase of the algorithm these
indirect links are therefore excluded from the set N˜Xit .
The natural way of this reduction is to determine for
each element Xjt−τ of the set N˜Xit the CMI
I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit r {X
j
t−τ}
)
(8)
and in the case when this information is equal to zero, ex-
clude Xjt−τ from the set of potential causal parents N˜Xit .
However the size of the set of potential causal parents
may be large; generally it may include up to n× τmax el-
ements and the practical calculation of CMI may fail due
to availability of only a short sample of the time series
or due to the computational demands. Therefore in the
reduction phase of Runge’s algorithm, instead of com-
puting the single conditional information (8), the mutual
information I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜
m,k
Xit
)
is computed over subsets
N˜m,k
Xit
of the original set N˜Xit , where m is the size of the
subset and k is the index of the subset.
Algorithm 2 The second phase of Runge’s algorithm
1: m← m0
2: while m < |N˜Xit | do
3: for k ∈
(|N˜
Xi
t
|
m
)
do
4: if N˜
m,k
Xit
⊆ N˜Xit then
5: for X
j
t−τ ∈ N˜Xit r N˜
m,k
Xit
do
6: if I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−τ |N˜
m,k
Xit
)
= 0 then
7: N˜Xit
← N˜Xit r {X
j
t−τ}
8: m← m+ 1
9: NXit
← N˜Xit
In detail, the second (reduction) phase of Runge’s al-
gorithm proceeds as follows. In the outer loop the pa-
rameter m, which denotes the number of conditions in
CMI, iterates upward from a predefined value m0 > 0.
In the middle loop the parameter k iterates through all
the different subsets of size m of N˜Xit . If for any m and
any k is the CMI I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜
m,k
Xit
)
equal to zero than
the element Xjt−τ is removed from the set N˜Xit . If the size
of the new set N˜Xit is less or equal to m, algorithm termi-
nates. Otherwise we increasem by one and the algorithm
continues.
The Runge’s algorithm was further developed to a
more computationally efficient version of the algorithm
introduced under the name PCMCI16, where PC stands
for the names of Peter Spirtes and Clark Glymour, the
authors of the PC algorithm9, and MCI stands for Mo-
mentary Conditional Independence. The initial phase of
this algorithm is similar as the original algorithm (see
algorithm 3), however the number of considered subsets
N˜m,k
Xit
is reduced. For a given X it and X
j
t−τ and for a
given cardinality m of subsets N˜m,k
Xit
, only qmax CMIs in
the form I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜
m,k
Xit
)
are assessed (instead of up
to all possible
(
n
m
)
combinations). Thanks to this re-
duction, the complexity of this algorithm changes from
exponential to polynomial – similarly to Sun’s algorithm.
The input parameter qmax is selected by the user, for the
current paper we used the setting qmax = 1 that was ap-
plied for simulations in the original work16. Note that
preferable choice may depend on the relative weight of
required speed in the PC phase and the size of condition
set entering the MCI phase. A major other difference is
order-independence, which is achieved by not removing
an independent parent immediately, but only after the
loop (see line 16 in Algorithm 3). This leads in some situ-
ations to different results than for other common heuristi
used in the classical PC-algorithm, where the variables
’conditioned out’ are removed straight away, and there-
fore the result is not invariant with respect to the order
of testing. Such approach is e.g. used in the later intro-
duced FACDA algorithm, making it from this perspective
order-dependent.
The last step of the PCMCI algorithm is the MCI
step (see algorithm 4). In this step, all elements Xjt−τ
(including those which were excluded in the PC phase)
are tested against the output set of candidate vari-
ables from the PC phase. Moreover, the conditioning
set in this phase does not contain only potential par-
ents of the target X it , but also potential parents of the
source Xjt−τ , although only the pX strongest parents of
the source are included, to limit the size of the condi-
tion. In this phase, for each element Xjt−τ , the CMI
I
(
X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit ∪ N˜
pX
X
j
t−τ
r {Xjt−τ}
)
is thus assessed.
A set of all Xjt−τ for which is this CMI nonzero is de-
clared as the set of causal parents of X it . The testing in
the MCI phase is aimed to control the false positives rate
at a predefined level; due to the inclusiong of the parents
of the source and target, the tests should be valid even
for highly autocorrelated variables, as effectively due to
the conditioning only the relation between the residuals
stripped of the autocorrelation is tested16.
In the PC phase, the authors recommend setting a rel-
atively high value of parameter α which denotes level of
statistical significance for which the H0 hypothesis (CMI
5is equal to zero) is rejected; in particular numerical ex-
amples show that α > 0.1 leads to the false positive rate
stabilizing around the expected level, while small α lead-
ing to too high false positive rate. In our simulations we
use the setting α = 0.2.
Further, in the final MCI phase, the use of false dis-
covery rate (FDR) control22 was recommended as a cor-
rection for multiple testing comparison. For a prede-
fined FDR level, this effectively corresponds to using
a corrected threshold that depends on the observed p-
values across all the tests. To keep comparability with
other methods, we use the range of the parameter θ ∈
{0.1%, . . . , 2.5%} equally to other algorithms. Further,
because of the potential problem with high dimension-
ality, the authors recommend to restrict the number of
conditions N˜
X
j
t−τ
with a free parameter pX . We use the
default setting pX = 1 recommended in similar simu-
lations in the original study; i.e. we consider only one
element of N˜
X
j
t−τ
, and for comparison a minimal choice
pX = 0. In fact, choice of higher values had a detrimental
effect on the accuracy of the algorithm in our simulations,
see Figure 12, we believe this is a design-choice of the
author of the algorithm for a particular reason, namely
achieving nominal FPR-control under autocorrelation.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm PCMCI - PC phase
1: N˜Xit
= {Xjt−τ |j ∈ nˆ; τ ∈ τˆmax}
2: Imin(Xjt−τ ) = +∞ ∀X
j
t−τ ∈ N˜Xit
3: for m = 0, . . . ,mmax do
4: if |N˜Xit | − 1 < m then
5: Break for-loop
6: for X
j
t−τ ∈ N˜Xit do
7: q = −1
8: for all lexicographically chosen S ⊆ N˜Xit r{X
j
t−τ}
with |S| = m do
9: q = q + 1
10: if q ≥ qmax then
11: Break from inner for-loop
12:
[
I
j
t−τ , p-value
]
= I
(
Xit , X
j
t−τ |S
)
13: if |I | < Imin
(
X
j
t−τ
)
then
14: Imin
(
X
j
t−τ
)
= |I |
15: if p-value > α then
16: Mark Xjt−τ for removal from N˜Xit
17: Break from inner for-loop
18: Remove non-significant parents from N˜Xit
19: Sort parents in N˜Xit
by Imin
(
X
j
t−τ
)
from largest
to smallest
Algorithm 4 Algorithm PCMCI - MCI phase
1: for X
j
t−τ ∈ {X
j
t−τ |j ∈ nˆ; τ ∈ τˆmax} do
2: N˜
pX
X
j
t−τ
← first pX parents from N˜Xjt
shifted by τ
3: if I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit ∪ N˜
pX
X
j
t−τ
r {Xjt−τ}
)
= 0 then
4: Mark Xjt−τ for removal from N˜Xit
5: Remove non-significant parents from N˜Xit
B. PMIME & Sun’s algorithm
Two other studied algorithms are the algorithm
PMIME14 and Sun’s algorithm15. PMIME algorithm
(partial mutual information from mixed embedding) was
originally formulated in a more general setting for mul-
tiple time lags than the Sun’s algorithm. However, in a
basic setting (that means maximum time lag equal to 1
for every variable in the system) is this algorithm equiva-
lent to the first phase of Sun’s algorithm, which has been
originally designed only for Markov processes of order
one.
Algorithm 5 The first phase of Sun’s algorithm
1: K ← {Xjt−1| j ∈ nˆ}, N˜Xit ← ∅, I ← +∞, p← ∅
2: while I > 0 do
3: N˜Xit
← N˜Xit ∪ p
4: for X
j
t−1 ∈
(
K r N˜Xit
)
do
5: Ij ← I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−1|N˜Xit
)
6: I ← max Ij
7: j˜ ← argmax Ij
8: p← {X j˜t−1}
This first phase of Sun’s algorithm proceeds as follows.
The initial step is to estimate the mutual information
I
(
X it ;X
j
t−1
)
for each element j ∈ nˆ. If this mutual in-
formation is equal to zero for every j ∈ nˆ, the algorithm
terminates. Otherwise the element with maximal mutual
information is added to the (initially empty) set of po-
tential causal parents N˜Xit . In the next steps, the CMI
I
(
X it ;X
j
t−1|N˜Xit
)
is assessed for each j ∈ nˆ for which
Xjt−1 /∈ N˜Xit . If this CMI is equal to zero for each j,
the algorithm terminates. Otherwise the element with
maximal CMI is added to the set.
However, Sun et al. suggested (on the contrary to the
authors of PMIME method) a necessity to include a sec-
ond phase that would attempt to remove any spurious
links, i.e. indirect links due to common mediator or false
links due to common driver, included during the first
phase. In the second (reduction) phase of Sun’s algo-
rithm, at each step j the CMI I
(
X it ;X
j
t−1|N˜Xit
)
is as-
sessed. If this CMI is equal to zero, the element Xjt−1 is
excluded from the set of potential causal parents.
6Algorithm 6 The second phase of Sun’s algorithm
1: for X
j
t−1 ∈ N˜Xit do
2: if I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−1|N˜Xit r {X
j
t−1}
)
= 0 then
3: N˜Xit
= N˜Xit r {X
j
t−1}
Similarly to Runge’s original but unlike in the PCMCI
algorithm, the order of testing of the elements from the
set of potential causal parents N˜Xit may also influence the
outcome of the Sun’s algorithm. In the original article15
this fact is not discussed. In our implementation we use
testing from the weakest element to the strongest. In this
case we quantify the strength of the element Xjt−1 by the
mutual information I
(
X it ;X
j
t−1
)
. Note that the PCMCI
is order-independent in that it avoids the need for order
choice by only marking for removal instead of remov-
ing the explained parents straight away. In principle the
PCMCI removes thus a superset of variables compared to
removing directly during testing in any particular order;
for more dicussion see? .
C. Relations between the algorithms
The description of the algorithms back to back already
hints on their similarities and differences. In the following
we shall make this comparison even more explicit and
draw some suggestions and conclusions from this.
A naive approach to detecting the parent set of a given
node would be to assess each potential parent node at a
time by computing its information on the target node
conditional on all other nodes. However, this would re-
quire computation of information functionals of high di-
mension, posing both computational and numerical prob-
lems. The reviewed algorithms sidestep this problem by
limiting the candidate parent set in one way or another.
In particular, for each target node, all reviewed algo-
rithms include an initial phase that generates a set of its
candidate causal parents. This is done either at once by
evaluating (unconditional) mutual information with the
target (Runge’s algorithm and PCMCI), or iteratively by
evaluating the mutual information conditional on the al-
ready identified candidate parents (Sun’s algorithm and
PMIME). Then, a second phase may follow: potential
candidates are removed by iterative testing of their added
value (CMI) with respect to the rest of the candidate set
(Sun) or with respect to its subsets of increasing size
(Runge, PCMCI).
The approach of Runge’s algorithm is to first obtain
a superset of the true parents by assessing the mutual
information of each node with the target, and in the sec-
ond phase iteratively try to remove them by conditioning
on increasing subsets of other strong candidates. On the
contrary to Runge’s algorithm, in the first phase of Sun’s
algorithm the candidate parents are added one by one
(i.e. evaluation of conditional mutual information (con-
Phase/algorithm PMIME Sun Runge PCMCI FACDA
Forward ∼ n2 ∼ n2 ∼ n ∼ n ∼ n2
Backward − ∼ n ∼ 2n ∼ n2 ∼ n
Repair − − − ∼ n −
Total ∼ n2 ∼ n2 ∼ 2n ∼ n2 ∼ n2
TABLE I: Asymptotic worst-case number of CMI
evaluations for obtaining the parent set of one node.
ditioned by elements of the current set of potential causal
parents N˜Xit ) is used), and therefore after the first phase
of Sun’s algorithm the set of potential causal parents N˜Xit
should contain fewer (if any) indirect connected elements
than after the first simple phase of Runge’s algorithm,
allowing to assess the fully conditioned mutual informa-
tion. The two approaches thus principally differ in which
phase they treat iteratively - the forward inclusion phase
of the backward removal phase. While the number of
iterations is generally larger in Runge’s algorithm, the
number of evaluated nodes in each step of the iteraction
is larger in the (iterative) first phase of Sun’s algorithm;
therefore it depends on the circumstances, which algo-
rithm leads to less CMI evaluations in total.
In general, we expect Sun’s algorithm to be more effec-
tive than Runge’s for large dense networks due to its only
polynomial complexity in network size. In particular, in
the case when the i-th element of the system is influ-
enced by all other elements, at maximum n(n−1)/2 ∼ n2
CMIs are evaluated in the first (more computational de-
manding) phase of Sun’s algorithm. On the other side,
in such extreme case, Runge’s algorithm would pass (in
the second phase) through all subsets of the (full) set of
potential causal parents, in an attempt to ’condition out’
the effect of a given candidate causal parent. In a system
of n elements this leads to assessing up to 2n−1 subsets;
leading to the worst case complexity exponential in n.
Importantly, the PCMCI variant of Runge’s algorithm
largely remedies this weakness by limiting for each ten-
tative parent the number of subsets of size m it is tested
against from above by a constant qmax, effectively pro-
viding a polynomial (quadratic) computational complex-
ity of ∼ n2qmax. The last phase added in the PCMCI
algorithm to provide control of false positives at a prede-
fined rate does not substantially affect the computation
time. Note that (similarly as in the original Runge’s al-
gorithm), the algorithm could be further speeded up by
limiting the maximum size of the condition by a constant
mmax, leading to further potential speedup in exchange
for higher false positive rate at the backward stage.
D. FACDA
Based on the theoretical analysis above, we conjecture
that a key challenge for practically applicable algorithms
is being able to deal with large dense networks. For
7this purpose, limiting oneself in each step to testing us-
ing only few strongest candidates instead of carrying out
full search through conditioning sets might be a suitable
heuristic. We implement this idea in a hybrid algorithm
between the Runge’s and PMIME algorithms, proposing
thus a new Fast Approximate Causal Discovery Algo-
rithm (FACDA), described in pseudo-code below.
Algorithm 7 The first phase of FACDA algorithm
1: K ← {Xjt−τ | j ∈ nˆ; 0 < τ ≤ τmax}, N˜Xit ← ∅, p← ∅
2: while
(
K r N˜Xit
)
6= ∅ do
3: N˜Xit
← N˜Xit ∪ p
4: for X
j
t−τ ∈
(
K r N˜Xit
)
do
5: I
j
t−τ ← I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit
)
6: if I
j
t−τ = 0 then
7: K ← K r {Xjt−τ}
8: [jmτm]← argmax I
j
t−τ
9: p← {Xjmt−τm}
Algorithm 8 The second phase of FACDA algorithm
1: for X
j
t−τ ∈ N˜Xit do
2: if I
(
Xit ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit r {X
j
t−τ}
)
= 0 then
3: N˜Xit
= N˜Xit r {X
j
t−τ}
To understand the relation of FACDA to the algo-
rithms presented earlier it is useful to introduce some con-
cepts concerning feature selection procedures, in partic-
ular the forward selection, backward selection and early
dropping. The former two denote commonly used heuris-
tic algorithms, which are specific instances of stepwise
methods. In the basic forward selection algorithm, the
predictor/feature set is initiated as empty and in each
step, the variable with maximal improvement in model
fit is added to the set. The usual stopping criterion is
lack of improvement in model fit by any of the remain-
ing variables. Conversely, the backward selection algo-
rithm initiates the feature set by the whole set of avail-
able features/variables, and iteratively removes the least
relevant one. Combination of these basic heuristic ap-
proaches gives rise to a rich family of feature selection
methods. For a simplified overview of the phases and
computational complexities of the compared algorithms
see Table I.
From this perspective, the first phase of the Sun’s al-
gorithm is a forward selection, while the second phase
is a backward selection. Similarly, Runge’s original al-
gorithm consists of initialization of the feature set by a
filtering step, with subsequent variant of backward se-
lection (using iteratively increasing subsets, allowing po-
tentially avoiding getting stuck in a local minimum). It
is known that the forward selection may suffer from high
count of false positives and relatively high computational
demands for large data23. These problems can be al-
leviated by narrowing down the search by filtering out
variables that are deemed conditionally independent of
the target given the current set of selected variables – a
heuristic recently introduced under the name Early Drop-
ping23.
In this context, the first phase of FACDA algorithm en-
tails a forward selection accelerated by applying the early
dropping heuristic followed by the backward selection in
the second phase of FACDA algorithm. For a more de-
tailed review of iterative feature selection procedures in a
general context not specific to causal network inference,
we refer to the latter paper, that explicitly introduces
and studies the properties of Forward-Backward selection
with early dropping (FBEDK), an algorithm combining
K + 1 runs of the forward selection with early dropping
with a final backward selection phase. Note that FBED1
can be proven to correctly identify the Markov blanket of
the target variable under the faithfulness assumption and
perfect statistical inference (for details and proof see23).
In this general nomenclature, FACDA would correspond
to FBED∞ (or maybe FBEDntaumax , as only finite set of
possible parents is considered).
In the case of causal network inference from time series,
we are interested in whether the algorithms correctly de-
tects the causal parent set for each node. Below we show
a sketch of a proof of such convergence for the FACDA
algorithm; note that similar arguments apply to other
presented algorithms (apart from PMIME, which due to
the lack of the second phase should provide a superset
of the causal parents under the below assumptions). We
assume the following conditions: causal sufficiency that
assumes that common causes of all variables are mea-
sured, faithfulness, which ensures that the true parent
Xjt−τ ∈ NXit will not be eliminated by any set of other
elements S, i.e. I(X it ;X
j
t−τ |S) 6= 0, causal Markov con-
dition, which guarantees that all elements Xjt−τ /∈ NXit
will be eliminated by set of all causal parents NXit , i.e.
I(X it ;X
j
t−τ |NXit r {X
j
t−τ}) = 0, and perfect statistical
inference. Of course, for finite size samples, statistical in-
ference is imperfect, and therefore the prove below holds
only asymptotically. For the exact definition of faithful-
ness and causal Markov condition see9.
First, we show that the first phase of the FACDA
algorithm finds a superset of true causal parents i.e.
NXit ⊆ N˜Xit . Let us suppose that X
j
t−τ is the true parent
of X it , i.e. X
j
t−τ ∈ NXit , but X
j
t−τ /∈ N˜Xit . Hence there is
a set L ⊂ N˜Xit such that I(X
i
t ;X
j
t−τ |L) = 0, which is in
contradiction with faithfulness; hence Xjt−τ ∈ N˜Xit .
In the second phase, faithfulness guarantees that no
true causal parent Xjt−τ ∈ NXit will be excluded: let
us assume that Xjt−τ ∈ (N˜Xit r NXit ) = M ; we will
prove that Xjt−τ will be eliminated in the second phase
of FACDA algorithm. Based on step 2, element Xjt−τ
will be eliminated if I(X it ;X
j
t−τ |N˜Xit r {X
j
t−τ}) = 0.
8From the first part we know that NXit ⊆ N˜Xit , hence
N˜Xit = NXit ∪ M, now from the causal Markov con-
dition ensues that I(X it ;M |NXit ) = 0, because all ele-
ments in M are not causal parents of X it , hence from
the weak union I(X it ;X
j
t−τ |NXit ∪M r {X
j
t−τ}) = 0 thus
I(X it ;X
j
t−τ |NXit r {X
j
t−τ}) = 0 and X
j
t−τ will be elimi-
nated and then N˜Xit = NXit .
E. CMI estimation and statistical testing
In all presented algorithms it has to be repeatedly de-
cided whether CMI is equal to zero or not. However such
estimate from finite sample is generally nonzero even for
independent variables, therefore a statistical test is re-
quired of the null hypothesis H0 in the form
H0 : I (X ;Y |Z) = 0 (9)
at a predefined level of statistical significance θ.
For speed and tractability reasons, in our numerical
simulations we use only linear Gaussian models of ran-
dom processes. Thus we can efficiently utilize an estimate
of the CMI based on partial correlation ρ (X,Y |Z):
I (X ;Y |Z) = −
1
2
log
(
1− ρ (X,Y |Z)
2
)
(10)
and thus we evaluate partial correlation instead of CMI.
Note that in practice, the choice of estimator has sub-
stantial impact on computational complexity, see also the
Discussion section.
To test if the CMI is zero, the authors recommend to
use a permutation test, which does not assume normal
distribution and independence of samples. In our data
situation, due to the normality of the time series, we
speed up the simulations by using the (approximate) de-
fault setting of the function partialcorr (MATLAB) in
which the p-value is assessed by Student’s t-test. Note
that potential autocorrelation of the time series might
lead to increased false positive rate in the individual tests.
III. DATA EXAMPLES
The numerical comparison of the above presented algo-
rithms is demonstrated on examples of vector autoregres-
sive processes of order 1 (VAR(1) process) in the form
Xt = AXt−1 + Et (11)
where Et denotes a white noise vector Et = (ε
1
t , . . . , ε
n
t )
⊤
with covariance matrix Cov(Et) = I. The structural ma-
trix A carries information about the causal relationships.
If we express the i-th row of this vector equation as
X it = ai,1X
1
t−1 + . . .+ ai,nX
n
t−1 + ε
i
t, (12)
it is obvious that the i-th element of the system is affected
by all elements for which ai,j 6= 0.
In our numerical simulations we always work with a
known matrix A. From the expression (11) the time series
of length T are generated. These data serve us as the
input for the studied algorithms whose output should
ideally be the original matrix A or more precisely the
binary structure of the matrix A.
A. Randomly connected networks
We consider systems with random interaction struc-
ture A which we model by Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model of random
graph (matrix). In this model the probability of presence
of a direct link between each two elements is given by a
predefined density value D ∈ [0, 1]. Practically we fix the
required density of the matrix A (percentage of the di-
rect links) and assign a value of 1 to the corresponding
number of randomly selected elements. This binary ma-
trix is further normalized to ascertain stationarity of the
process by multiplying it with a constant s
λmax
, where
λmax is the largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the
matrix A, and s ∈ (0, 1) is an optional parameter. We
set s = 0.8 throughout the paper.
B. Realistically connected networks
As real complex systems have structure that is nei-
ther random nor strictly regular, we further we use two
datasets to provide realistic scenarios - one from the
field of climatology and another from the field of neuro-
science (described in detail bellow, more technical data
description is available in a previous publication concern-
ing small-world bias in correlation graphs of real-world
networks24). We make the approximation that these
datasets correspond to realizations of a VAR(1) process
(11), therefore the elements of matrix A are estimated
from the original data using linear regression. Then we
retain in the matrix only a predefined percentage of the
largest elements in the matrix, the rest is set to zero.
This matrix is subsequently normalized by the constant
s
λmax
and this matrix A defines the VAR(1) process (11).
Note that both these datasets demonstrate also a high
level of autocorrelation of the time series, an important
property of real-world data that may affect the causal
network recovery – see Figures 2 and 4 in the Supple-
mentary Material.
First we consider a ’climate network’ constructed from
regional daily time series. The network has 42 nodes and
was obtained by thresholding the interaction matrix in a
data-fitted VAR(1) model to 15 percent density. Details
of the data origin and preprocessing are described in the
Supplementary Material.
The second real-world example is a ’brain network’.
The network has 90 nodes and was obtained by threshold-
ing the interaction matrix in a data-fitted VAR(1) model
9to 5 percent density. We use data obtained as part of a
study on healthy subjects brain activity. The data de-
scribing the activity in 90 brain regions of 84 subjects
were temporally concatenated in order to provide suffi-
ciently long time series (20160 time points in total). De-
tails of the data origin and preprocessing are described
in the Supplementary Material.
Note that while in both the case of brain and climate,
the approximation of the system by a linear vector au-
toregressive model of order one is clearly a daunting sim-
plification of the original system, it has actually been pre-
viously shown to provide a surprisingly accurate repre-
sentation of the observed system dynamics at commonly
studied spatiotemporal scales5,25–27.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we compare the studied algorithms us-
ing numerical simulations. In particular, we study the
accuracy and the computational demands of the algo-
rithms. Concerning the accuracy, as the algorithms are
meant to estimate the binary structure of the matrix A,
we compare the ground-truth matrix χ0(A) defined as
[χ0 (A)]i,j =
{
1 ai,j 6= 0
0 ai,j = 0
(13)
with the estimated matrix χ0(Aˆ). The accuracy of each
algorithm is described by two error measures: the false
positive ratio ε+ and the false negative ratio ε− given by
ε+ =
#{(i, j) |χ0 (A)i,j = 0 ∧ χ0(Aˆ)i,j = 1}
#{(i, j) |χ0 (A)i,j = 0}
, (14)
ε− =
#{(i, j) |χ0 (A)i,j = 1 ∧ χ0(Aˆ)i,j = 0}
#{(i, j) |χ0 (A)i,j = 1}
. (15)
The computational demands are quantified by the to-
tal time of calculation. The calculations were evaluated
for a single core of the Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630
v2 2.60GHz processor; of course, mainly a relative inter-
pretation of the computation time is informative, as the
speed depends on many parameters of the hardware and
implementation and in practice parallelization is easily
available to speed up the computation. Therefore, we
also provide the number of evaluations of CMI.
The numerical simulations proceeded as follows. Ac-
cording to the expression (11), the time series of length T
were generated. For robustness of evidence, 35 indepen-
dent realizations of time series were generated for each
specific parameter setting (35 random matrices were gen-
erated for the ER model). From these data the matrix
χ0(Aˆ) was determined using each of the algorithms. We
present the meadian values of the false positive ratio,
false negative ratio and computational demands.
FIG. 1: Accuracy of the algorithms evaluated on
simulations of VAR(1) process with random structural
matrix A of density D = 10% and size n = 42.
Dependence of false positive ratio ε+ on false negative
ratio ε− for statistical test significance threshold
θ ∈ {0.1%, . . . , 2.5%} (denoted by increasing marker
size) and time series length T ∈ {128, 256, 512}.
A. White Noise & Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model
The first studied model is a VAR(1) process with
a random (Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model) structural matrix A =
ER(n,D). Realization of this model is a binary matrix
A of dimension n × n with a density D of nonzero ele-
ments. For each of the 35 simulations, an independent
realization of random matrix A was generated.
For the randomly connected VAR process, we choose
a network size corresponding to the above described cli-
mate dataset (n = 42), with density fixed to D = 10%.
The corresponding Figure 1 shows the dependence of
false positive ratio on false negative ratio for all algo-
rithms. The simulation was carried out for a range of
time series lengths: T ∈ {128, 256, 512} and a range of
statistical threshold choices: θ ∈ {0.1%, . . . , 2.5%}. Let
us note that the accuracy for the PMIME algorithm cor-
responded almost perfectly to the results of Sun’s algo-
rithm and is thus not plotted separately. We also put into
comparison only the last version of Runge’s algorithm -
PCMCI, due to its polynomial computational demands.
The PCMCI algorithm is studied in two parameters set-
tings which showed different accuracy. However, param-
eter setting in PCMCI does not have a significant effect
on the computational demands, for this reason, we only
include the results of numerical simulations of computa-
tional demands of version PCMCI (px = 0).
As can be seen from Figure 1, in line with reasonable
expectations, the overall error of algorithms decreases
with the increasing length of time series T . More in-
terestingly, the accuracy of the algorithms seems to be
comparable, only the PCMCI algorithm (for both pa-
rameter settings: px = 0 and px = 1) slightly differs from
the others, this observation will be discussed in more de-
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FIG. 2: Accuracy of the algorithms evaluated on
simulations of a VAR(2) process with random structural
matrices of density D = 10% and size n = 20.
Visualization and settings as in Figure 1.
tail in subsection IVB . The hypothetical curves of ε+
as function of ε− largely overlap. However, for a fixed
value of θ, these algorithms are not comparable in their
error rates – the algorithm of Sun/PMIME and PCMCI
give more false positives and less false negatives, i.e. are
more liberal. Conversely, our algorithm FACDA is more
conservative.
Similar result concerning accuracy is reproduced also
for denser networks – see Supplementary Material Fig-
ure 5 for results obtained for a corresponding simulation
using a network density D = 15%. Indeed, here longer
time series were needed to achieve comparable accuracy.
Comparison of the algorithms was also carried out on
an example of VAR(2) model (see Figure 2) with both
lag-1 and lag-2 matrices having density 10 percent and
network size n = 20 nodes. Stationarity of the corre-
sponding VAR(2) process was again done by their scal-
ing to assure that the leading eigenvalue of corresponding
VAR(1) matrix is fixed to 0.8.
Comparison of computational demands was carried
out for network sizes n ∈ {10, 15, . . . , 55} and densities
D ∈ {0, . . . , 10%}. For densityD = 0 the VAR(1) process
is equivalent to the vector form of a white noise process.
As a baseline example, the total computation time for
Sun’s method is shown in Figure 3. In line with the the-
oretical expectation, the computational demands grow
substantially with increasing network size and density.
As documented in Figure 4, the new PCMCI algorithm
by Runge et al. provides, particularly for the large dense
networks, a substantial speedup against not only the orig-
inal Sun’s algorithm. Similar if not better performance
as the PCMCI is provided by our algorithm FACDA. De-
tailed comparison with respect to the Sun’s algorithm is
shown in Figure 5.
As described in Subsection II B, in the current sim-
plified setup, the PMIME algorithm is equivalent to the
first phase of Sun’s algorithm. For this reason, PMIME
FIG. 3: Computational demands of network estimation
by Sun’s algorithm. Results for network sizes
n ∈ {10, 15, . . . , 55} and densities D ∈ {0, . . . , 10%}.
Decadic logarithm of median computation time in
seconds shown in grayscale. Time series of size T = 1024
were generated from VAR(1) process with random
structural matrix A, statistical threshold set to θ = 0.1.
FIG. 4: Relative computational demands of network
estimation by PCMCI with respect to Sun’s algorithm.
Visualization and parameter settings as in Figure 3.
is necessarily less computationally demanding than Sun’s
algorithm. However, Figure 6 suggests that for large net-
works, this difference becomes negligible.
B. Realistic datasets
Further simulations were carried out with a structural
matrix derived from realistic datasets including a cli-
matic dataset (n = 42) with density of structural ma-
trix D = 15% and a brain dataset (n = 90) with density
of structural matrix D = 5%. The corresponding struc-
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FIG. 5: Relative computational demands of network
estimation by FACDA and Sun’s algorithm.
Visualization and settings as in Figure 3.
FIG. 6: Relative computational demands of network
estimation by Sun’s with respect to PMIME algorithm.
Median computation time of Sun’s algorithm divided by
median computation time of PMIME is shown. Other
visualization and parameter settings as in Figure 3.
tural matrices are shown in the Supplementary mate-
rial Figures 1-4. Numerical assessment of accuracy of
the algorithms was carried out for parameter settings
T ∈ {128, 512, 2048, 8192} and θ ∈ {0.1%, . . . , 2.5%}.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 7 and Fig-
ure 8 respectively. Similarly to the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model,
the simulations also suggest that PCMCI (px = 0), Sun’s
and FACDA algorithms are comparable in their accuracy.
For both realistic datasets, the achieved accuracy was
lower than for the randomly connected networks analyzed
in the previous section (for a given time series length).
This can be ascribed to the heterogeneous strength of
links in realistic datasets, with a substantial proportion
of relatively weak links, that are difficult to estimate cor-
FIG. 7: Accuracy of the algorithms evaluated on
VAR(1) process from climate data with structural
matrix A of density D = 15%. Dependence of false
positive ratio ε+ on false negative ratio ε− for
parameter θ ∈ {0.1%, . . . , 2.5%} and time series of
length T ∈ {128, 512, 2048, 8192}.
rectly from short samples. As in the case of the Erdo˝s-
Re´nyi model, we simulate also VAR(2) process modeling
the ’climate network’, further supporting the previous
conclusions, see Supplementary Results Figure 7.
However, the PCMCI (px = 1) differs from the other
three in that while it achieves lower false positive ratio
(which is fixed on the value of theta as can be seen in
figure 11), this is more than outweighted by increases in
false negative ratio. While this effect is present also in
the simulated ER random networks in a weaker form, it
is most clear for these inhomogeneous networks.
The results of computational demands for the ’climate
network’ with 15 percent density are shown in Figure 9.
While the worst case complexity is polynomial for both
(PCMCI and Sun’s) algorithms, particularly for low val-
ues of qmax the PCMCI is faster. FACDA algorithm pro-
vides similar if not better performance as the PCMCI
algorithm, that is substantial speedup particularly for
large dense networks. Detailed comparison with respect
to the Sun’s algorithm is shown in Figure 10. Qualita-
tively equivalent results were obtained for other settings,
see results for the ’brain network’ with density 5% in the
Supplementary Materials Figure 6.
V. DISCUSSION
The comparison of the algorithms (PCMCI16, Sun’s15
and PMIME by Kugiumzis14) has shown, that in realis-
tic settings, they do not substantially differ in accuracy
(PCMCI (px = 0)), across a range of systems and pa-
rameter settings.
The newly introduced FACDA method appears to keep
the improved computational performance without the
12
FIG. 8: Accuracy of the algorithms on VAR(1) process
from brain data with structural matrix A of density
D = 5%. Visualization and settings as in Figure 7.
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FIG. 9: Ratio of the total time of network estimation of
PCMCI with respect to Sun’s algorithm as function of
statistical threshold θ. Results for time series of length
T ∈ {128, 512, 2048, 8192} generated from VAR(1)
process with structural matrix A (density D = 15%)
from the climate dataset.
detrimental effects on the accuracy, giving similar or bet-
ter results than the original three methods.
Notably, there are substantial differences in computa-
tional demands among the methods. Only a subtle dif-
ference is between the PMIME and Sun’s method, given
by PMIME missing a second phase – for larger networks
this difference appeared negligible.
Runge’s original algorithm is remedied in its new vari-
ant, PCMCI, that limits the number of tests in each cy-
cle to qmax, leading thus to maximally polynomial com-
plexity. Similar or even stronger improvement is also
achieved in the FACDA approach, that provided here up
to an order of magnitude speedup over Sun’s algorithm
in the case of the large dense networks. Notably, while
the FACDA method can be considered as derived from
the Sun’s approach, a theoretical comparison shows that
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FIG. 10: Ratio of the total time of network estimation
of FACDA with respect to Sun’s algorithm as function
of statistical threshold θ. Visualization as in Figure 9.
FIG. 11: Accuracy of algorithms inn simulations of
VAR(1) process from brain data with structural matrix
of density D = 5%. Dependence of false positive ratio
ε+ on parameter θ for time series length T = 2048.
it is conceptually hybrid between this and PCMCI, be-
ing equivalent to PCMCI with several alterations: fixing
qmax = 1, accepting the strongest candidate in each cy-
cle without testing, defining the strength in each cycle
by the current CMI instead of the lowest value achieved
so far, marking for removal instead of removing straight
away (achieving thus order-independence, and therefore
irrelevance of order of testing candidates in line 6 of the
PC phase of PCMCI; while FACDA chooses lexicographic
order and its change would generally alter the specific re-
sults) and omitting the final (MCI) phase. The specific
or combined effect of these variations is a topic for fur-
ther study that may lead to potential improvement of
the algorithms. As it may depend on system parame-
ters, one of the possible avenues is to provide adaptive
data-informed algorithms.
A somewhat open problem is the choice and overall sta-
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FIG. 12: Accuracy of the PCMCI algorithm in
dependence on parameter pX , evaluated on simulations
of VAR(1) process with random structural matrix of
density D = 10%, size n = 42, sample length T = 256.
tistical interpretation of the threshold parameter control-
ling the leniency of the statistical test for the inclusion (or
exclusion) of a candidate parent. Firstly, setting it to a
given value θ does not guarantee fixing the resulting false
positive rate to such value (not even asymptotically), due
to the complex multiple testing procedure giving rise to
the resulting networks – unless a final ’repair’ phase is
included, as in the PCMCI algorithm. Secondly, as this
bias differs between methods, setting the same θ leads
to different behaviour of the methods, as they work at
a different point along their receiver operating curve. In
particular, for a fixed θ, FACDA typically gave less false
positives, but more false negatives, so the overall proce-
dure can be considered as more conservative for a fixed
θ. However, similar performance can be obtained from
Sun’s method and PMIME by decreasing their θ param-
eter.
The MCI phase of PCMCI algorithm guarantees
(asymptotically) the control of false positive rate at the
predefined level α. However, it is likely responsible for
the overall decreased performance (particularly because
testing conditional independences is carried out with re-
spect to parents of both source and target, therefore
working with larger condition sets and smaller estimated
effects). This is even stronger for high maximum included
number of source parents pX , as is shown in Figure 12.
On the other side, apart from estimating causal
strength stripped of the autocorrelation effects, the MCI
phase of PCMCI has the advantage that the false positive
rate is controlled asymptotically at the prescribed level
given by the statistical threshold in this phase, see Fig-
ure 11. This was in the simulations approximately true
also for the Sun’s method, while FACDA has lower-than-
prescribed false positive rates, which can be attributed
to the early reduction of the candidate set. Results for
shorter time series are shown in the Supplementary Ma-
terial Figure 9; note that for small sample the parametric
partial correlation test may be imprecise and the use of
some permutation scheme may be more suitable for exact
control of false positive rate; for longer time series (Sup-
plementary Material Figure 8) the Sun’s and PCMCI
methods false positive rates converge to the prescribed
value.
Notably, the provided numerical comparisons were car-
ried out using linear vector autoregressive processes.
This is a standard type of stochastic system used in
the original papers introducing the methods, as it allows
more extensive numerical comparisons due to the possi-
bility of very efficient estimation of CMI even in high di-
mensions through the use of partial correlation. Indeed,
for Gaussian processes the transfer entropy is equivalent
to Granger causality28, which supports the use of linear
methods for data that are deemed reasonably close to
Gaussian; however even in the linear case, reduction of
number of conditions may be computationally beneficial.
When the assumption of Gaussianity is not suitable,
other estimators of the (conditional) mutual information
need to be used, and this may further (detrimentally)
affect both accuracy and computational demands of the
algorithms; in ways that would depend on the particu-
lar estimator in use. In this sense, our results provide
only a rough guide, valid as long as this extra demands
are comparable across methods. In? ? experiments with
kNN estimators and also other versions find considerable
trade-offs in runtime, showing that sometimes it’s faster
to run a full-conditioning, sometimes not, offering inter-
esting insights while providing space for development of
adaptive approaches.
Apart from the general argument mentioned above,
it is important to note that the linear (Gaussian) ap-
proximation of the CMI by partial correlation is in-
deed commonly used in causal network discovery prac-
tice. This pragmatic choice is for many systems indeed
substantiated by quantitative evidence concerning near-
Gaussianity of the studied time series, e.g. for the brain
activity data measured by functional magnetic resonance
imaging25,26 or climate temperature time series21,27.
Notably, even in the linear setting, the compared algo-
rithms become computationally intractable for networks
larger than about a hundred of nodes (particularly for
larger network densities). This constitutes a serious lim-
itation. For such situations, some amendments to the
methods or use or development of other algorithms would
be necessary. As a sidenote, a more detailed analysis sug-
gests, that the limiting factor is not necessarily the overall
link density, but the maximum in-degree, i.e. the maxi-
mal (candidate) parent set. Conversely, further speedup
can be of course achieved e.g. by limiting the maximum
size of the conditioning set or number of tested condi-
tions, with the trade-off of larger false positive rate in
the forward phase. Such parametric variation of the al-
gorithm (explicitly suggested e.g. in PCMCI) effectively
renders a family of methods, of which we tested only some
recommended default variants.
Alternatively, the use of some weak heuristic assump-
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tions may allow effective estimation of even much larger
causal networks. An example is the successful estimation
of the global climate network of causal interactions based
on temperature measurements in 2512 equidistantly dis-
tributed nodes on the globe, based on estimation of
Granger causality and selection of the outgoing link with
highest Granger causality index for each node29. Despite
being apparently simplistic, this approach was well suited
to the data and allowed the discovery of a smooth causal
flow in the global climate network, that until then went
unnoticed due to the inability of general-purpose causal
network analysis methods to deal with such a large net-
work. A yet another alternative approach is to reduce the
dimension before constructing the network by a suitable
procedure30,31.
Of course, while we have compared the most promi-
nent algorithms introduced within the complex networks
community, there are other alternatives for causal net-
work estimation, building on the concepts of nonlinear
extensions of Granger causality analysis32 as well as ap-
plying regularization procedures33. From the breadth
of reports concerning network reconstruction we direct
the attention of the reader at least to a recent work in-
cluding interesting combination of these ideas and also
a useful comparison and overview of some of these al-
ternative methods34. A yet another family of meth-
ods for detection of causal interactions has developed in
the area deterministic nonlinear dynamics, we refer the
reader to comparative reviews35,36 for detailed discussion
of a range of methods formulated for detecting causality
in the bivariate case. Generalization of many nonlinear
methods to fully multivariate setting is not readily avail-
able and is a matter of further research, however, for
some indices it is already available. Apart from the use
of CMI in multivariate setting, and already mentioned
nonlinear kernel Granger approaches, another recently
proposed principled Granger causality generalization is
the definition of nonlinear Granger causality through lo-
cal linearization37. This approach provides a consistent
and well defined generalization of linear Granger causal-
ity and lends itself to straightforward generalization to
conditional38 and multivariate setting.
The research in causal network discovery is a very
dynamic field that is being addressed by experts from
multiple fields, sometimes not necessarily aware of the
developments in other disciplines. We believe that fur-
ther progress will be made by cross-fertilization between
various approaches including the methods compared in
this paper (PC-algorithm variants or other iterative ap-
proaches), regularization techniques and Bayesian infer-
ence with context-informed priors.
On the other hand, the suitability or at least proper
interpretation of the characterization of the causal struc-
ture by a (directed) network has been recently problema-
tized, see e.g. Ref.17. In the current paper, we have
on purpose used a system example that does not con-
tain higher-order (polyadic) dependences; the true causal
structure is thus unambiguous and well represented by a
directed graph. However to at least comment on the po-
tentially difficult to interpret behavior of the considered
algorithms when applied to processes with higher-order
dependences, we invite the reader to consider the case of a
process given by Yt+1 = XOR(Xt, Zt), with Xt, Zt being
independent boolean variables with p(0) = p(1) = 0.5.
There, no coupling would be detected by the presented
algorithms, as they all start with assessing unconditional
mutual informations I(Yt+1, Xt) and I(Yt+1, Zt), both
of which are equal to zero (of course, in practice, ran-
dom sampling would give rise to some ’false’ detections).
While this example may seem singular or too artificial,
less trivial and more realistic could be considered and we
agree with18 that for general complex systems, particu-
larly with substantial higher-order interactions, we may
need more fundamental theoretical formalisms as well as
algorithms that would allow suitable representation of
the causal structure going possibly beyond bivariate de-
pendences – we refer the reader to recent works in this
area18–20 and references therein for discussion of the pos-
sible avenues.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a comparison of several promi-
nent algorithms for causal network reconstruction. While
they were originally introduced within slightly different
contexts (such as explicit inclusion of arbitrary tempo-
ral lag or multivariate target variables), these algorithms
share common ground and are related to the general PC-
algorithm. The main difference between the algorithms is
whether they use correlation or partial correlation for de-
ciding on inclusion into the set of candidate parents in an
initial phase of the algorithm, and whether they include a
second phase for removal of indirect links from this set of
candidate parents. By testing the algorithms using sim-
ulations of Gaussian processes on randomly and realis-
tically connected networks (motivated by neuroscientific
and climate data), we have shown that in practical usage
these algorithms provide close to equivalent performance.
However, the methods differ in their computational de-
mands, most substantially for large networks: for sparse
networks, selection of candidate parents by a single run of
mutual information can be more effective; for denser net-
works, using CMI in the first phase provides substantial
speedup through decreasing the size of the candidate par-
ents set. However, similar computational demands can
be achieved in a reduction phase by limiting the testing
to a heuristically selected non-exhaustive sampling of the
strongest conditions. We also commented on the prob-
lems of control of false positives and order-dependence,
although for detailed discussion, we referred the reader
to other works.
Finally, we have proposed a new hybrid Fast Approx-
imate Causal Discovery Algorithm (FACDA), designed
for improved performance while essentially conserving ac-
curacy. Despite the current progress in algorithms, large
15
and dense networks represent a challenge for all presented
methods, constituting a key open problem in causal net-
work analysis.
VII. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See Supplementary material for the results of further
analysis described in the Results section.
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